
S55
FLASH GUIDE

SEE REVERSE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND PRICING

FEATURES

MORE POWER

WARRANTIED & 
NON-WARRANTIED OPTIONS

MULTIPLE OCTANE MAPS TO 
CHOOSE FROM

TOP SPEED GOVERNOR 
REMOVAL

M2CM3/4
WARRANTIED POWER GAINS UP TO*

UNWARRANTED POWER GAINS UP TO*

+68 WHP
+80 WTQ

+122 WHP
+145 WTQ

WARRANTIED POWER GAINS UP TO*

UNWARRANTED POWER GAINS UP TO*

+80 WHP
+88 WTQ

+146 WHP
+155 WTQ

* MAY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL HARDWARE OR SPECIFIC 
   GRADE OCTANE TO ACHIEVE STATED RESULTS.  



UPGRADE / TRADE IN OPTIONS

DINAN CORP  |  4800 US HWY 280 W, OPELIKA AL 36801   |   800.341.5480  |  DINANCARS.COM

*****************  COMPATIBILITY NOTICE  *****************
 
S55 based vehicle’s manufactured after May 2019, or vehicles that have recieved a dealer update since mid-2019, may not be able to be loaded 
directly with Dinan software via OBD2.  Affected vehicles will require the DME to be sent in to Dinan to be backdated thereby rendering the DME 
capable of recieving an OBD2 flash in the field. The actual software flash will still need to be performed when the backdated DME is reinstalled in 
the vehicle.  

Once flashed with Dinan software do NOT perform a dealer update or the entire DME removal / backdate process will need to be repeated. 

PURCHASE OPTIONS

PRODUCT WARRANTY OCTANE
HEAT 

EXCHANGER
MAX GAIN 

(WHP)
MAX GAIN 

(WTQ) PRICE

DINAN +  OE MATCHING 
4YR/50K 91 or 93 NOT REQUIRED F8x M3/M4: +32

F87 M2C: +58 
F8x M3/M4: +42
F87 M2C: +51 $1,799.95 †

DINAN +HE  OE MATCHING 
4YR/50K 91 or 93 REQUIRED F8x M3/M4: +68

F87 M2C: +80
F8x M3/M4: +80
F87 M2C: +88 $1,799.95 †

STAGE 1 (91)** LIMITED †† 91 RECOMMENDED* F8x M3/M4: +68
F87 M2C: +80

F8x M3/M4: +80
F87 M2C: +88 $899.95

STAGE 1 (93)** LIMITED †† 93 RECOMMENDED* F8x M3/M4: +85
F87 M2C: +99

F8x M3/M4: +99
F87 M2C: +107 $899.95

STAGE 1 (100)** LIMITED †† 100 RECOMMENDED* F8x M3/M4: +94
F87 M2C: +130

F8x M3/M4: +111
F87 M2C: +130 $899.95

STAGE 1 (104)** LIMITED †† 104 RECOMMENDED* F8x M3/M4: +113
F87 M2C: +129

F8x M3/M4: +135
F87 M2C: +145 $899.95

STAGE 1 (E85)** LIMITED †† E85 RECOMMENDED* F8x M3/M4: +122
F87 M2C: +146

F8x M3/M4: +145
F87 M2C: +155 $899.95

New to Dinan engine tuning on your S55 based car and looking to start your modification journey? 

Look no further than Dinan and experience the difference. You won’t regret it. Simply choose the option that best suits your needs based on power, price, 
warranty, or any combination therein! Once you have decided on what is right for you contact your local Dinan dealer to schedule your flash. You will soon 
be wondering why you waited this long. 

**    All Stage 1 map (non-warranty) purchases have access to load any of the octane file variants. Only one map can be active at a time however. Map changes will require a reflash at a dealer and 
       be subject to potential labor charges that are at the discretion of the dealer.  
*     Dinan Heat Exchanger (D780-0001A) or equivalent is recommended when running ANY of the stage 1 maps. Without the heat exchanger installed the vehicle will tend to heat soak / derate    
       under any meaningful load. Advertised gains as a result will not be able to be achieved. 
†    Dinan + users can upgrade to Dinan +HE free of charge once the Dinan Heat Exchanger is installed. Under Dinan +HE mapping the BMW comfort/eco mode is the Dinan + mapping. 
††  Limited Lifetime Warranty against defects in the software, and to provide free updates and reflashes as they become available. Labor or shipping charges are not included in the warranty and 
       are at the discretion of the place of install.

UPGRADE FROM UPGRADE TO WARRANTY TRADE IN PRICE

DINANTRONICS ELITE - ANY STAGE** DINAN +  | DINAN +HE BALANCE OF OE MATCHING 4YR/50K $149.95*

DINANTRONICS ELITE - ANY STAGE**  STAGE 1 FLASH - ANY OCTANE LIMITED † FREE*

Already have a DINANTRONICS ELITE Kit and looking to switch to a software flash? We have options for you as well!

**    Second hand DINANTRONICS ELITE units are not valid for the trade in promotion. DINANTRONICS ELITE  must be registered to the VIN it is installed upon to qualify for trade in pricing. 
*     Trade in price is only valid when previously installed DINANTRONICS ELITE is turned in for credit at time of flash. Failure to do so will result in a full price sale.  
†    Limited Lifetime Warranty against defects in the software, and to provide free updates and reflashes as they become available. Labor or shipping charges are not included in the warranty and 
       are at the discretion of the place of install.


